Creating
Playspace
Cartography in Video Games
The world’s first video game came into being in 1958
at Brookhaven National Laboritory. The creation of
the simple program Tennis for Two as a cure for bordom by William Higinbotham introduced the world
to an entirely new form of play. The birth of the video
game has led, over the intervening decades, to an
entirely changed form of how people play and possible even how they understand the world around
them. Video games are a way to construct a space
with rules that differ from everyday life. At first, the
simple spaces created in video games were without
a story, like Pong or Space Invaders. As video games
grew more advanced, however, some games began
to develop more complex storylines. As the imaginary space created by these games grew larger and
began to tell a story with interconnected locations,
the relations between places within the game space
became important. Like fantasy novelists and all varities of people before them, the players and creators
of games turned to maps in order to define the place
in which the story of the games were set.
One of the first video games with a map associated
with it aquired the map not from its creators, but
from the players of the game. The fantasy text adventure game Zork 1: The Great Underground Empire,
which featured a large interconnected series of areas
described only in text was released in 1977 and became one of the most popular games of its kind. The
nature of text-based adventure games meant that
only a single space could be observed by the player at once, as only one room’s description was displayed on the screen at any given time. The players

of Zork created their own maps in order to clarify the
relationships between locations in the game. Maps,
like the one created by Steven Rost below, were created with mutliple uses in mind. They were helpful
for the player creating them, but they could also be
used to assist new players in exploring the game for
the first time.
The map that a player could create from the information presented to him in Zork was significantly limited by the description avaliable in the game. Through
deduction and comparison, it was possible to discover what rooms were connected and gain a vague idea
of how they were related to one another in space.
However, because of the limited information avaliable, maps of Zork more closely resemble something
akin to a cosmological map than an actual rendering of geographical space. Nevertheless, the creation
of maps means that the game’s creators succeeded
in creating a game space that was accepted as having its own rules that functioned even outside of
the player’s perspective. They had created a fantasy
world that had legitimacy outside the bounds of what
they had specifically constructed, a space accepted
as a legitimate place.
The use of maps in video games continued to be focused primarily on fantasic and imaginary settings
for the next several decades. The construction of a
place as part of telling a story was signifcantly easier
to accomplish when the setting was not required to
accurately reflect a real-world location. This is not to
say that the use of maps in video games did not grow
Steven Rost’s map
of Zork presents the
various rooms of the
game in context to one
another. Later versions
of the game would ship
with a map styled after
those found in fantasy
novels suck as The
Lord of the Rings with
a much more finished
appearance. However,
user created maps like
this one were intended
to assist with navigation. These maps often
excluded the nature of
obstacles confronted
in the game, however,
providing context to new
players without removing the challenge of the
game experience.

This map of the world of Final Fantasy
II created by Rick Bruns is displayed
in its entirety, rather than as the player
would see it as the character under
their control walked across the map.
The world depcited by the map is
clearly fantastic, disregarding issues
of realism in order to suit the construction of the story. The inconsistancy of
polar regions and other enviromental phenomina, not to mention the
geographical impossibilities of the
terrain, reveals that the world was
created specifically to fit the needs of
the story, rather than attempting realism. The map exists to construct the
place and context of the game’s story,
building a space in-between important
locations rather than serving as a
primary element of gameplay itself.

more sophisticated and integrated with the games
themselves, however. Fantasy games began to integrate the map into the gameplay, especially in the
emerging console role-playing game genre.
In many ways, the long-running Final Fantasy series
typifies console role-playing games, especially the
Japanese-produced variety. These games are typified by a strong and often very linear storyline populated by a significant cast of characters. The more
recent games have occasionally been compared more
to a playable movie than a role-playing game. In any
case, these games reliance on a strong story to attract the player means that they require a strong
sense of place to reinforce the setting of the game.
The use of maps in these games serves to connect
the places which the player explores together and
provide a context for the locations and their actions.
The games attempted to create entire worlds that
were populated by the characters and monsters that
the players interacted with. This is not to say that
the worlds that the games created were perticularly
realistic in any way. The worlds the maps create are
as much a fantasy as the magic and monsters that
populate them.
The overworld map above from the game Final Fantasy II, released in 1988, serves to demonstrate how

these games displayed their created world to the player. Between exploring specific locations on the map,
the player controlled an enlarged representation of
his primary character that walked on the map, facing random encounters wiht monsters as they traveled from one location to another. While the map of
the game has many different types of geographic terrain, including forests, mountains, deserts and rivers, that terrain is not placed in a manner in which it
could, geologically, have occured. Further, the edges
of the map are connected. Moving off the right edge
of the map takes one to the left edge, and moving
off the bottom takes one to the top. The world thus
created is a enclosed space and a geological impossibility. It is certainly a place, but not a realistic one.
Other game genres that had emerged at this point
generally consisted of games with a limited structure
based on individual levels that were navigated in an
essentially linear fasion. The various types of puzzle
and action games that had grown up did not usually
have a strong sense of place in their storyline. While
some games, such as Super Mario Bros. (a platform
game) or Doom (a first-person shooter) had maps associated with their gameplay, these maps primarily
served as menues from which to chose which level
the player would confront next. These maps more
closely resembled the player-created maps of Zork

than the interactive maps of the console role-playing games. Even in large scale strategic games
such as Warcraft:Orcs and Humans or Sid Meier’s
Civilization, the maps had little to do with creating
a sense of place, instead serving as a playing field.
It would take another decade or so before the advancements in technology promoted the construction of more realistic places and spaces in these
games.
Approximately a decade later, two developments in
video games emerged that would lead to changes in
how maps were used and created for video games.
First was the introcuction of real locations as the
setting for three-dimentional games. Primarily firstperson shooters, these games recreated real locations as the space the player explored. The Medal
of Honor series of games, the first of which was released in 1999, had the player taking the part of an
agent in World War Two. Later games recreated famous battles such as Omaha Beach for the player
to take part in. However, one of the most obvious
games to use a real-life location was the cyberpunk
game Deus Ex, released in 2000.
The player in Deus Ex controls a character who
performs missions throughout many real-life locations. These locations do not always represent
actual spaces, using the names of the locations to
provide a sort of general context to the player’s actions in the game. One of the exceptions to this
vagueness of location is the first level of the game,
which places the player character on Liberty Island, with a view of the destroyed Statue of Liberty
in the foreground and the city of New York as a
backdrop. This provides a very immediate sense of
place, though the game does not provide the player
This map of Liberty City from Grand Theft Auto shows the inspiration from real world locations, in this case New York City. While the
shape of the land reveals the inspiration, the map is clearly much
reduced in scale and restricted by the power of the gaming engine.

This screenshot from Deus Ex with the game interface removed
presents a view from the first level of the game. The destroyed
Statue of Liberty in the near background. The fictionalized use of
real world locations in the near-future provided the game with a
sense of place reinforced by the reality of everyday experience without attempting to truely represent real world places.

with any large-scale maps of his location. The use
of large maps as an actual gameplay element for
realistic settings emerged with the creation of the
sandbox genre of games.
Sandbox games emerged in the the 1990s, and the
series that most typifies the genre emerged near
the end of the decade. The game Grand Theft Auto
wherein the player controls a criminal in an imaginary modern city, was released in 1997, and featured three imaginary cities based vaguely on real-life models. In each city, the player performs a
variety of missions while freely exploring the large
map of each city. This sort of gameplay, where the
player explores a large area while performing various missions in the order that they chose to, while
still telling a story, proved to be extremely popular. The importance of space in the sandbox genre
is much more significant than most other varieties of games, because the entire space of the map
was avaliable to the player. Rather than using the
map to provide context for seperate locations that
the player could explore, or even using it as a sort
of less-detailed element to link more detailed but
smaller locations, the map in sandbox games was
the game space.
As time went on and the technology powering
games grew ever more sophisticated, allowing ever
more detailed games and larger and larger game
locations, the sandbox genre continued to evolove.
The first Grand Theft Auto game was presented
from a top down two-dimentional perspective, but
Grand Theft Auto III, released in 2001, moved the
franchise to three dimentions. Even as the sandbox
genre improved, other game genres were also increasing their detail, producing very realistic

The in-game map of Manhattan in Prototype at
right, with the various mission and event markers removed, is at approximately the same scale
as the map created from real world Manhattan to
the far right. While the scales are approximately
the same, the game map did not present an
easily usable scale in order to judge. The most
readily recognisable landmark present on both
maps is Central Park, outlined here in green on
the Prototype map and rendered in green on
the real world map of Manhattan. Many other
recognisable landmarks, such as Times Square
and the Empire State Building, were also present
in the game, and are in roughly the appropriate
relation to each other given the reduced scale
of the map. The map thus recreated the city in a
recognisable form without making itself subject
to perfect geographic representation. It served to
contextualize the game’s story without interfering
in the gameplay as a larger and more realistic
representation would.

Manhattan

representations of real landmarks. The confluence of the two
would eventually result in the creation of sandbox games set in
real locations.
The emergence of sandbox games set in real world locations, either
historical locations as seen in Assassin’s Creed in 2008 or alternate history as seen in the destroyed version of Washington D.C.
in the game Fallout 3 released later in the same year provided players with a very solid sense of place and context for the story told
by the game. The game Prototype, released in 2009, presented an
even more lifelike location, using modern-day Manhattan Island
as its setting. Using accurate recreations of recognisable archetecture as the focal points, the game recreated a representation
of Manhattan that the player explores and performs various missions in. Compared to Liberty City in the Grand Theft Auto series,
this representation of Manhattan was remarkably similar to the
real world. However, it is still a representation. As a comparison of
the map from the game to a map created in the real dimentions of
Manhattan island to the same scale demonstrates, there was a not
insignifcant difference between the map of Prototype and the real
world location it presented. The map served a different purpose, a
purpose that a perfectly accurate representation of the city would
not have provided, in that the game map presented a place in order
to tell a story.
The difference between the early maps of Zork to the recent maps
of Prototype and Assassin’s Creed 2 is as great as the difference
between a Mezoamerican cosmological map and a product of ArcGIS produced a few weeks ago. The purpose of all video game
maps is the same. Regardless of their apperance or sophistication, video game maps represent the game’s space, contextualizing
the story of the game. To serve this purpose, even a map of a real
world location represented in a game does not have to have perfect
geographical accuracy. The representations of recognisable landmarks in the proper context provides a sense of realism without
interfering with the story, and that is the purpose of video game
maps.
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